UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS POLICE DEPARTMENT

Crime Alert

BULLETIN: October 21, 2011

OFFENSE: Aggravated Robbery

LOCATION: 804 Central, Denton, TX

DETAILS OF EVENT: 10/17/2011 at approximately 11:35 P. M. the male victim travelled in his vehicle to a local gas station (1223 McCormick). The victim was waiting in the car and observed the suspects sitting in a silver Dodge Intrepid. The victim left the gas station but believed the suspect vehicle was following him. When the victim arrived at 804 central the suspects approached and two of them displayed glock style black handguns, demanded money, and ordered the victim out of his vehicle. As the victim exited his vehicle the suspects physically assaulted him, knocking him unconscious. When he awoke, the victim realized his wallet and phone had been stolen.

SUSPECT INFORMATION:
Suspict 1 – Black Male, tattoos “full sleeve”, heavy set/muscular, oversized blue shirt, fitted baseball cap
Suspict 2 – Black Male, tattoos “full sleeve”, heavy set/muscular, oversized white shirt, fitted baseball cap
Suspict 3 - Black Male (light skin), tattoos “full sleeve”, smaller stature, goatee, white shirt (writing on front), fitted baseball cap

SUSPECT VEHICLE:
Silver Dodge Intrepid (4 door)

Safety Tips:
Always walk in Numbers
Be aware of your surroundings
Tell family or friends your route and destination
Stay in lighted areas
Immediately report suspicious activity by dialing 911
If feel that are being followed, drive or walk to nearest police station or lit public area

If you have any information regarding this offense, please contact the Denton Police Department 940-349-8181.